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Apr 6, 2020 The other 9 models cannot be retrieved if they are missing. Changes in DotNetBar Suite v14.0.37.Q: Chrome -
Hover, Click on element not working I am unable to get the hover or click events on an element to trigger. I have a link to the
styling of my element. Here's my code: .recommendationheader h1 { color:#a042c7; font-family:Raleway; font-size:25px; line-
height:26px; letter-spacing:0.1px; text-transform:uppercase; text-align:center; margin-top:0px; text-shadow:1px 1px 0 white;
display:inline-block; width:400px; padding-top:20px; font-weight:bold; background-color: #fff; -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;
/* box-sizing: border-box; */ -moz-box-sizing: border-box; /* Firefox and Opera */ box-sizing: border-box; /* W3C */ float:left;
margin-left:10px; padding:20px; font-size:1.2em; border-radius:0px 0px 5px 5px; } .recommendationheader:hover{ background-
color: #3399FF; -webkit-box-sizing: border-box; /* box-sizing: border-box; */ -moz-box-sizing: border-box; /* Firefox and
Opera */ box-sizing: border-box; /* W3C */ float:left; margin f678ea9f9e
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